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Now COP15 encounter deadlock on whether advancing nations should take carbon

responsibility or not.It had been a conspiracy to destroy global consensus on

tackling climate change crisis(CCC) by USA the worst pollution accumulator.

Why is it so ?.In common sense,none would want to die by CCC catastrophe.However

there are certain power who has been entirely conspiring and accelating global

catastrophe for own surviving with perishing too many others(operation END

GAME).It's evident action for against God who entirely persuade equal life with

many others.CCC is also just the Final Judgement on mankind,predicted by the

holybible,mythes in many races,etc.

[1]:The current status entirely orients mass extinction of spieces.

Note that geo-scientists indicate the final warning for global people.The

meaning of "irreversible or abrupt" is nothing reliefe if those were realized.

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf

http://climatecongress.ku.dk/pdf/synthesisreport/

COP15 is disturbed substantially by the US,and intend to impress

serious disappointment for who are awakening(operation END GAME).

If someone made an extremely serious debt,his responsibility must be

proportional to his portion.If someone made delicious food,the other should not

easily request to be dined on,but they could accuse wasteful CO2 emission in the

cooking.To tell the fact,the delicious food is simultaneously poison.

IPCC SYNTHESIS REPORT(2007/11/17 in Valencia announcement)

3.4 Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes:Anthropogenic warming could lead to

some impacts that are abrupt or irreversible,depending upon the rate and

magnitude of the climate change. {p53}.

Key Message 1:Climatic Trends

Recent observations show that greenhouse gas emissions and many aspects of the

climate are changing near the upper boundary of the IPCC range of projections.

With unabated emissions, many trends in climate will likely accelerate, leading

to an increasing risk of abrupt or irreversible climatic shifts{p6/39}.

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf
http://climatecongress.ku.dk/pdf/synthesisreport/


University of Copenhagen:Synthesis Report from CLIMATE CHANGE(p6/39)
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[2]:What is abrupt/irreversible climate impacts ?(global methane catastrophe !).

To our serious disappointment,they could not disclose actuality of the concrete

phenomena.A reason may be due to scientific uncertainty of those.

Or conspiracical suprresion on speach and writing on those facts.They made

serious mistake on the judging.They might become too nervous on the realizing

probability.The methane catastrophe acutually had caused more than 90％ mass

extinction of global speices at end of Permian and PETM(Paleocene Eocene Thermal

Maximum).The judgement should not be made by realizing probability value itself,

but by expectation value＝(realizing worth value) x (realizing probability).

Worth value of evading perishing of spieces must be greater than anything else.

[3]:Evil of Nobility Capitalism the supreme with military-industry-CIA complex:

In order to comprehense the deep actuality of USA,the concept military-industry

complex with CIA is a kernel.Their 1st phylosophy is that a nation and people

are being exploited by nobility superior.Then 2nd one is perpetual struggling to

compete and perish those who are considered enemy by them. An exploitation could

not be realized without conspiracy and threatenning.Then a conspiracy world

usually become up side down one,because its purpose is decieving people by

making them consider truth(falsehood) as not true(false).By anyhow,they are

those who reject co-living different others(atheism).

[4]:Operation END GAME would be ended by own defeating.

A serious mistake in their conspiracy is that they consider possibility of their

own surviving in 2C temperature rise world.See the site

http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt

We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in

purpose, and insidious in method. <<Eisenhower's Farewell Address to the Nation

January 17,1961>>:http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article5407.htm

In it,he disclosed the military-industry complex,which is connecting with NAZIS

persons secretly imported by operation paper clipp.

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article5407.htm
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temperature-FACT-7.ppt


[4]:Prediction by professor Jucelino N L:http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/
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1 - According to the premonitory dream of JNL, until December 26, 2023 will

be the planet with a climate of 636363
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2-According to JNL predictions until, September 10 of 2021, sea level will reach
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ALso he said that our future could be changed by our will !!!.

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/

